
BC HYDRO Prior to the start of the Site C construction, extensive geotechnical 

studies were undertaken throughout the project area, including an 

analysis of slope stability. These studies confirmed that a large 

excavation on the north bank of the Peace River was required to 

remove unstable overburden materials and flatten the slope for long 

tem stability. this work is now complete with over 11 million cubic 

meters of materials moved

CONCERN Impact of recurring landslides on viability of living at the Old Fort in 

the long term (property values, saleability)

CONCERN Emergency protocols need to be updated. The residents notify each 

other, instead of governing bodies. Those governing bodies are 

failing at following the ERP (which is indadequate).

CONCERN Going forward at least two members of the Old Fort Community 

should be included in and concent required in any planning 

meetings, whether emergency or non emergency. This includes the 

PRRD and MOTI

CONCERN There are two realistic options that must be considered. 1)Fix the hill, 

(stabilize it) or 2) Relocate the Old Fort Community. The only other 

option is to do nothing as per the status quo.

CONCERN Almost 2 years has past since Sept 2018.To date we have no 

knowledge of any long or short term planning or have seen very little 

by way of action to mitigate any risk of future sliding. Not acceptable

CONCERN I would like the ministry of public safety to address their 

unwillingness to step in to assist the PRRD when they have stated 

that this entire situation is beyond their ability to manage.

CONCERN There's a water drainage issue that needs to be addressed if road 

remains in old area.

CONCERN Daily update doesn't include measurements of slide activity, the 

residents measure and monitor more than governing bodies.

CONCERN This road needs to be engineered and not rushed thru like the last 

itime.  So let's do it right this time 

CONCERN could someone also speak to our property values please
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EOC The temporary tote road was put in place to deliver emergency 

signage out of an urgent concern for resident safety.  The 

opportunity for a temporary essential services road was 

communicated by MoTI in timely manner to the PRRD EOC however 

the window of opportunity and the specific requirements for using the 

facility were simply too narrow to take advantage of. PRRD EOC has 

arranged for alternate means of critical services (water, garbage, etc) 

that do not rely on weather events (or lack thereof) which complicate 

everything when it comes to the slide area in its current state.

EOC On behalf of the community, working with MoTI the PRRD EOC 

explores every single opportunity to explore a safe crossing. It's 

unfortunately early days but as weather improves and the slide 

situation stabilizes where will be more and better opportunities and 

we'll be ready for those when they arrive.

HISTORY What actions have been taken in the last 20 months since the 

original landslide to determine the slope stability, the safety of the 

road use and the safety of the residents.

HISTORY What impact are the City of Fort St John lagoon's having on this and 

are those lagoon's lined?

HISTORY Did the sensors detect movement prior to the visible crack in the 

road? Did the ministry notify PRRD? If so why weren’t the residents 

notified?

HISTORY We would like to see the PRRD report that was expected to be 

completed in June by Tetra Tech.

HISTORY If they were doing slope stability testing, did they not see signs of this 

current land failure earlier on?

HISTORY Did B.C. Hydro surpass the high water mark on the river prior to the 

slide?

HISTORY The PRRD had over 1.5 years to present an ERP which should have 

identified Water, Sewer, Garbage Protocols and Daily Transport 

should a landslide block again. Several days have past and NO 

water, etc

HISTORY what impact does site c have on our slope stability? not to mention 

their own slope stability. if monitors on our hills did not detect 

movement, whos to say site c monitors would be any better in the 

event of a breach at the dam

LONG Once the slide has stopped will the province commit to slope stability 

for safe and reliable access to the Old Fort community?
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LONG Will the Province commit to releasing info previously redacted from 

The Narwhal’s 2018 FOI request? Specifically, the BCG report may 

shed light on what needs to be done for our safety and our assets.

LONG What are the long term plans for residents and our properties at the 

Old Fort

LONG Does BC hydro have a long term initiative for the Old Fort 

Community? Gord Pardy

LONG If the province cannot provide a stable roadway for 365 day safe 

access to old fort community how will they go about compensating 

the property owners for the market devaluation. The slide occurred 

on Crown land therefore the government cannot stand idle any 

longer.

LONG What is the long term plan for the Old Fort Community? Gord Pardy

LONG Are there alternatives being discussed such as buyouts? No one can 

sell their homes to move - CMHC isnt going to insure new 

mortgages. There are seniors who don't have a decade to wait and 

see.

LONG If the government is not willing to consider financial compensation for 

property value loss include land and buildings, how many property 

owners would consider a class action law suit?

LONG Is having funding to move houses out going to be made available for 

removal and setup in new location for those of us not willing to do 

this anymore?

LONG so why are we building a dam on ground that is prone to sliding and 

instability

LONG given the statement that this slide is very likely to reoccur what are 

we to do about our homes? our property values are now at $0 so we 

can never attempt to sell our homes. our homes will never sell 

through no fault of our own. what are we to do? someone must be 

held responsible.

SHORT Is there any thoughts on putting a second road into the community? 

Ie. From site c gate across the islands into the community away from 

the banks.

SHORT Can Temporary road access be established and maintained across 

the slide once or twice a week? Dawson maintenance demonstrated 

just how easy this is to accomplish.

SHORT Does BC Hydro have a desire to assist the Old Fort Residents with 

short term access.
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SHORT I would like to cross the slide for daily access. Would it be possible to 

sign a waiver to do so? Also would it be possible for the PRRD to 

provide a piece of equipment to upkeep the currentgoat trail

SHORT is the prrd going to allow bc hydro to do the fish habitat projects? as i 

believe this will help with the toe end of the slide areas and help 

prevent this for happening again when run off is high

SHORT Is there plans for the gravel pit to open back up and run?

SHORT Will our property taxes be extended until we are back to our homes

SHORT Could better a drainage system be accommodated from the over 

flow and run off behind Gaunts property that is currently now running 

down the slide zone?

SHORT Why can there not be a temporary road established where the power 

line comes down?

SHORT Is security for vehicles going to be provided at boat launch?

SHORT Will transportation be provided from residence to boat launch and 

from launch into town? Residents keep supporting each other at their 

own time and expense because the appropriate supports are nil.

SHORT What are the plans for the residents at the Old Fort: are we getting a 

new road, redoing the poor- condition road we were left with after last 

slide? Or...

SHORT Are applicable COVID protocols going to be followed on water taxis?

SHORT As the slide has descended to the channel and is curently changing 

the water course, would it be of concern to build a propper drainage 

to divert water from flowing on the west side of the slide to the east 

side of the slide before it flows into the channel? This is a concern for 

myself as the fill is becoming higher next to the channel. 

STATEMENT Old Fort St John is one of the Oldest established communities in BC 

dating back to 1792. Old Fort is historic as well it has burials of many 

first nations peoples that suffered during 1918 Spanish Flu

STATEMENT We live in a well off province that takes care of its people This keeps 

us strong and allows us to create more innovation and community 

advancement that keeps us leading the Country and the world
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STATEMENT Common sense would dictate that running a water taxi into the site C 

project and utilizing their infrastructure would be the most efficient 

and useful option. BC Hydro would be a good neighbor.

STATEMENT This event is not natural. The hillside has been in development and 

worked over by FSJ and industry for over a century. ie, Lookout 

Dump, Blairs Gravel Pit, 3 pipelines, Storm drainage, City Lagoon

STATEMENT Common sense would dictate that running a water line down the hill 

beside the powerline would be the most practical and require the 

least amount of maintenance to keep it running.
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